Abstract. Eigen-beam beamforming technology is a kind of theory to achieve the demanding beam pattern using the linear combination of soundfield decomposition based on plane wave decomposition theory. The Eigen-beam beamforming technology is analyzed and the array optimization is reformulated as the beamforming optimization subject to multiple linear equality constraints firstly. Then the optimization problem is resolved in the orthogonal subspace of the constraint matrix and the optimal beamformer weights are achieved subject to robustness constraint. An optimal Eigen-beam beamforming algorithm is proposed using the achieved weights. The selection of the maximal order of the Eigen-beams and the convergence of the algorithm are analyzed. The correctness and validity of the proposed optimal algorithm is verified by computer simulations.
Introduction
Electronic sentinel localization system are wildly used to fulfill detection, localization, track and recognition tasks in modern information war, especially in bad battlefield environment. Traditional battlefield acoustic target localization algorithms used array in free field. Array must be located on some objects in practice, which may cause some influence to the array received signals [1] . Eigen-beam beamforming technology is a kind of theory dealing with array signal processing with baffles to achieve the demanding beam pattern using the linear combination of soundfield decomposition based on plane wave decomposition theory [2] . Spherical arrays are becoming a subject of interest as they allow three dimensional sampling of the soundfield and the beam can be steered to any 3D direction with the same beam pattern [3, 4] . The next selection of array setup with baffles is uniform circular array (UCA) [5, 6] . In present literature, the Eigen-beam beamforming technology are studied from different aspects [5] [6] [7] . however, the optimization design of adaptive Eigen-beam beamforming has not been studied. This paper studies the optimization design of adaptive Eigen-beam beamforming using an array model of a circular array mount on a rigid cylinder. The Eigen-beam beamforming technology is analyzed firstly, and the array optimization is reformulated as the beamforming optimization subject to multiple linear equality constraints. The optimization problem is resolved in the orthogonal subspace of the constraint matrix to achieve the optimal beamformer weights. Then, the method using the optimal beamformer weights to synthesize the desired beam pattern is proposed. The selection of the maximal order of the Eigen-beams and the convergence of the algorithm are analyzed. Finally, computer simulations are implemented to verify the efficiency of the proposed method.
Eigen-beam Beamforming
Assume a UCA with radius R mounted on a cylinder with the same radius in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the cylinder axes. Consider a unit magnitude incoming plane wave fromϕ impinging on the cylinder, then the sound pressure around the cylinder can be expressed as [ 
where k is the wave number, Let r R = in Eq.1, then the sound pressure at the array location can be expressed
where
Use plane wave decomposition theory, the nth order Eigen-beam can be expressed as [3] can be seen as two Fourier transform pairs and they satisfy the relations in Eq.5 and Eq.6. Then Eq.7 can be expressed as
where (*) denotes the complex conjugate. Suppose the weighting function of the array beam pointing to 0° is 0 ( ) w ϕ which can be expressed as Fourier series
where n d is the design coefficients of the weighting function. When
= 。 Different beam pattern can be achieved using different n d [8] . The array weights for the beam pattern pointing to the direction of l ϕ can be generally expressed as 
From Eq.4, Eq.8 and Eq.12 we can get 
Array Optimization with Multiple Linear Equality Constraints
To achieve the beam pattern in Eq.16 using a circular array with M elements, the beamformer can be formulated as the following linear system
. . 1
where A is the coefficient of the sound pressure,W is the weights in every element, B is the coefficient of beam vector pointing to 0 ϕ . c is a normalizing coefficient to satisfy the Eq.16(b), d is the complex pressure at each element position produced by a plane wave of unit magnitude in the beam direction. Eq.17 can be used to choose the highest order of the decomposed Eigen-beams.
Suppose Eq.16 has K linear constrains, then Eq.16 can be expressed the minimal output power under multiple linear equality constraints according to the beam optimization theory in [9] 
. . ( )
Optimization Design Algorithm
An important measure of array performance is the white noise gain (WNG), which evaluates the robustness of the array [11] . The robustness of the designed array can be improved through adding WNG constraints. In array design, to insure array robustness generally demands 
. .
w is an additive variable with the initial value of 0 1 w = − and it is changed with  W in the adaptive process. The optimization problem in Eq.22 can be solved in the orthogonal linear subspace of constrain matrix C [9] .The weighting vector  W is decomposed as two orthogonal parts as As
RW is the grads of the object function of Eq.22(a) in the t iterative process, the update vector can be defined as ( 1) [
(30) where µ is the iterative step size. Suppose t +  V will be outside of the constraint boundary after nest iteration, that is to say, it is not satisfying the constraints in Eq.29. So, ( 1) t +  V needs be confined inside of the boundary. As ( 1) t +  V is perpendicular to the constraint boundary, ( 1) t +  V can be confines through amplitude limit. Suppose 
Then, the weighting vector iterative equation is ( 1),
The initial weighting vector value is set as the optimal solution without WNG constrains, the same as Eq.19. Then
If the optimal solution of Eq.32 satisfies WNG constraint, the iteration will finished with this solution, otherwise, it will start the constrained optimization process automatically. As in each iterative step, the constraints in Eq.20 and Eq.21 are satisfied exactly, so the round-off errors don't accumulate in the iterative process.
Simulation Analysis
Assume there is a rigid cylinder scatterer with radius 0.085 R = , and a uniform circular microphone array with 16 elements and the same radius is located around it. One impinging plane wave with frequency of 855Hz comes from the direction of 30°, which corresponding to
If there is no array layout distortion, the optimal beam pattern under the conditions of no WNG constrains is showed in Fig.2 and Fig3 respectively when the highest order of Eigen-beams is selected as 4 N = and 5 N = , where the WNG is -18.33dB and -44.39dB respectively through calculating. It is indicated that the robustness can't be satisfied in this case and the higher the order of the Eigen-beams, the lower performance of robustness. . It can be seen that the achieved beam pattern using the algorithm proposed in this paper is consistent with the desired beam pattern under robustness constrains. The relationship of the object function of the proposed algorithm with iteration numbers is showed in Fig.5 . It can be seen in that the proposed algorithm has fast convergence speed. 
Conclusion
Battlefield acoustic target localization plays a great role in information war era, which is an important activity in intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. It has great significance for considering the effect of array baffles when head-mounted electronic sentinel systems are designed. The optimization design of adaptive Eigen-beam beamforming in sentinel system using an array model of a circular array mount on a rigid cylinder are studied in this paper. The array optimization is reformulated as the beamforming optimization subject to multiple linear equality constraints and the optimization problem is resolved in the orthogonal subspace of the constraint matrix to achieve the optimal beamformer weights. The correctness and efficiency of the proposed method are verified by computer simulations, which provide theoretical foundations for engineering application of head-mounted acoustic sources localization in electric sentinel systems.
